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GripCote-X is a water based, eco-bio friendly coating that has been specifically formulated to provide 
an effective and lasting non-slip solution for PVC and rubber-backed mats in high traffic, commercial 
applications. It is composed of a tough and durable polymer that creates a strong bond with most mate-
rials. Its water and oil resistant structure will protect the coated surface from slipping, moving or bunch-
ing, greatly reducing the incidence of slip or trip and fall accidents. GripCote-X promotes spatial stabil-
ity thus relieving the inconvenience of having to frequently reset the mats in their proper place.

GripCote-X replaces double-sided tapes and the like with a more effective and lasting solution that can 
be easily brushed, rolled or sprayed on to the mats when used on larger surfaces. Additionally, unlike 
tapes, GripCote-X will not lose its effectiveness over time and will not leave a sticky residue or transfer 
to the substrate.

  

 

GripCote-X will reduce movement and provide excellent slip resistance on almost any type of sub-
strate including ceramic tiles, fiberglass, marble, granite, metal, carpets, tubber, vinyl and wood. It 
offers a preferable alternative to the various ‘sticky’ coatings currently used to provide slip resistance 
and improved grip. In addition, GripCote-X will not stain or mar the surface it comes in contact with and 
will help with care and maintenance of the mat it has been applied to. When applied to washable mats, 
GripCote-X can withstand up to 20 wash cycles in industrial washing machines when low alkaline 
detergents are used.

Application: GripCote-X is easy to apply using a soft bristle or foam brush, paint roller or HVLP spray 
device. Lightly stir the GripCote-X container prior to use. The target surface should be free of dirt, 
debris and any type of oil or grease, prior to application. The coating has blue/grey appearance, applies 
easily and will dry to a black finish. The GripCote-X coated object will be ready for use within 4-6 hours 
after application, depending upon the ambient temperature. Allow 24 hours or more for full cure before 
subjecting the article to heavy traffic. Do not apply at temperatures below 50°F.

Coverage: Approximately 400 square feet per gallon.

Important: Avoid heavy buildup, puddling and repeated overlapping of GripCote-X. Appropriately 
mask off areas that need to be kept free GripCote-X. Wipe off overruns, spills and splatter immediately 
with water. Thoroughly clean hands and tools after use with soap and warm water. Observe all 
personal precautions as you would with any other paint or coating product.
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